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Abstract
This thesis presents a case study on an urban arterial corridor consisting of four
intersections located in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. The research evaluates alternative roundabout
designs in order to improve traffic flow through a currently congested corridor. The objectives
of the research were to evaluate the effect of roundabouts in an urban arterial corridor, select the
best alternative for the given corridor characteristics, and test the capacity of the alternative
roundabout corridors. The three alternatives that were considered as part of this study were the
existing signalized corridor, a partial two-lane roundabout corridor, and a partial three-lane
roundabout corridor. Field data was used to model the alternatives in VISSIM, a microsimulation software. Statistical analysis software, SAS Enterprise Guide 6.1, was used to
analyze the results and determine if there were significant differences between the results for
each alternative and each intersection. The performance measures used to compare the
alternatives were average vehicle travel time, average delay per vehicle for each corridor, and
average delay per vehicle at each intersection. The results showed that the overall alternative
roundabout corridors provided a benefit over the existing signalized corridor for the existing
traffic volumes tested. The partial three-lane roundabout provided the lowest vehicle travel
times and lowest average delay due to the added capacity. For the higher traffic volumes at the
interchange, the partial two-lane roundabout had a higher average vehicle travel time exiting the
exit ramp than the existing corridor. The statistical analysis of the average vehicle delay at each
intersection indicated that there were no significant differences between the alternatives at a five
percent level of significance at the interchange. These results revealed potential operational
issues roundabouts encounter at an interchange intersections.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background Information
In the past 20 years, roundabouts and other unconventional intersection designs have
gained popularity in the United States. Traffic circles and other circulatory roadways have been
implemented in the United States since at least 1905, but the modern roundabout was first
developed in 1966 in the United Kingdom [12]. Characteristics of modern roundabouts include a
counterclockwise circulatory roadway, right-of-way given the circulatory roadway, slower
speeds entering the roundabout and around the circulatory roadway, splitter islands along the
approaches, and truck aprons, which allow larger vehicles to travel through the roundabout. See
Figure 1.1 for an illustration of the characteristics of modern roundabouts.

Figure 1.1 - Modern Roundabout Characteristics [12]
As traffic demand increases on transportation networks, engineers have been enlisted to
develop intuitive solutions to transportation issues, such as safety, capacity, and maintenance.
1

Conventional intersection design, consisting of turn lanes and traffic signals, require
maintenance for retiming the traffic signals, have a greater risk for crashes due to the amount of
conflict points, and require widening when capacity is reached. Roundabouts’ design features
attempt to solve conventional intersections’ design issues. Although roundabouts have the
potential to improve traffic flow, previous research has shown there are advantages and
disadvantages to their implementation.
Advantages of implementing roundabouts include improving traffic flow, reducing
intersection delay, reducing the number and the severity of crashes, and eliminating the need to
retime traffic signals. Roundabouts can also be constructed in a manner which allows them to be
constructed with additional lanes for future capacity. These lanes do not have to be opened until
they are needed. Factors, such as approach speed, traffic volumes, traffic assignment, number of
circulatory lanes, and signalization, can affect the performance of roundabouts. It has also been
documented that closely spaced roundabouts, less than a 1/2 of a mile apart in an arterial
corridor, can affect the corridor’s performance and can provide a greater benefit than an isolated
roundabout.
Previous research has shown that conventional signalized intersections have the ability to
outperform roundabouts [1, 10, 3, 5, 8, 6]. These studies cited capacity limitations of single and
two-lane roundabouts as the main reason for not performing as expected. The operational
performance is heavily dependent on the traffic volumes entering on the approach and circulating
around the roundabout at each intersection. Each site must be studied in order to determine if
roundabouts are a plausible design choice. Other disadvantages include public opposition, user
operational error, and the space required to construct roundabouts.

2

Due to the performance of roundabouts being affected by site specific characteristics, it is
desirable to simulate and research how these alternative intersections will perform before
implementing and expending further time and capital. For the study site under consideration, the
intersections are closely spaced, have unbalanced approach volumes, and have different lane
configurations. The corridor also intersects a freeway facility. This study will focus on how
alternative corridor designs operate under the given site characteristics.
1.2 Research Objectives
This study will model the existing signalized corridor, a partial-double lane roundabout
corridor, and a partial triple-lane roundabout corridor in VISSIM using the existing field data.
The objectives for the research are the following:


Evaluate the effects of roundabouts in an urban arterial corridor.



Select the best alternative for the given site characteristics.



Test if the multi-lane roundabouts reach capacity at the p.m. traffic volumes.

The performance measures used to compare the alternatives will be average vehicle travel
time, average delay for each corridor, and average delay at each intersection.
1.3 Thesis Outline
The introduction and research objectives are presented in Chapter 1. This chapters contains
the motivation for this study and general information regarding roundabouts.
The literature review is discussed in Chapter 2 and presents past research done on a similar
area of focus.

3

Chapter 3 contains a summary of the study segment characteristics and summary of the data
from La DOTD.
The general methodology and the process for setting up each model in VISSIM are
discussed in Chapter 4.
The summary of the results, discussion, and statistical analysis are presented in Chapter 5.
The conclusions and recommendations for future work are discussed in Chapter 6 followed
by the list of references.
Common terminologies, including transportation terms and VISSIM terms, used throughout
the study are defined in Appendix A.
Appendix B, Appendix C, Appendix D, and Appendix E contain the traffic counts, traffic
signal plans, ring barrier controllers, and the VISSIM results for all four intersections,
respectively.

4

2. Literature Review
A study by Ahn, Kronprasert, and Rahka [2009], entitled “Energy and Environmental
Assessment of High Speed Roundabouts” evaluated and compared the energy consumption and
environmental impacts of isolated roundabouts with high speed approaches to two-way stop sign
and signal controlled intersections. The INTEGRATION and VISSIM software were used to
simulate traffic, along with microscopic energy and emission models to measure fuel
consumption and emission levels. The base demand distribution was from an existing four-leg
intersection, with high speed mainline approaches and low speed side street approaches. They
evaluated the different traffic controls at varying levels of the through traffic demand. When the
through traffic demand was at 50 percent of the original traffic demand or less, the roundabout
produced reductions in vehicle delay and queue length [1]. After the demand was increased
beyond 50 percent of the original traffic demand, the signalized intersection was able to reduce
the delay more effectively than the roundabout [1]. These results suggest that isolated
roundabouts are best suited for low volume roadways. The results from this study also indicated
that roundabouts tend to increase fuel consumption and emissions when compared to stop
controlled and signalized intersections.
Kaisar, Edara, Rodriguez-Seda, and Chery [2004] compared four non-traditional
intersection designs, a Continuous Flow Intersection (CFI), a Parallel Flow Intersection (PFI),
signalized roundabout, and a non-signalized roundabout, to a conventional four-leg intersection
design. They used micro simulation software AIMSUN and VISSIM to model each intersection
design. The demand varied with low to high volumes, 1,000 vehicles per hour to 6,000 vehicles
per hour, but was balanced from each direction of the intersections [4]. The performance
measures used in this study were average delay and number of stops. For the traffic volumes in
5

this study, the roundabout had the lowest average delay at the low volumes, while the CFI had
the lowest average delay at the medium to high levels of traffic volume [4].
“Travel Time Comparisons between Seven Unconventional Arterial Intersection
Designs” by Reid and Hummer [2001] compared the travel time of the quadrant roadway,
median U-turn, superstreet, bowtie, jughandle, split intersection, and continuous flow
intersection designs to a conventional four-legged, signalized intersection. Existing turning
movement data were collected from seven existing intersections. In this research study, offpeak, peak, and peak-plus-15-percent volume levels were examined in CORSIM and used to
compare the intersection designs at varying volume levels. The authors determined from the
results that the quadrant and median U-turn designs should be the preferred design at isolated
intersections where right-of-way is available [7]. The authors stated that the most important
limitation of this study was that only isolated intersections were evaluated and not corridors [7].
These intersections can have greater benefits when in sequence along a corridor [7].
“The Reduced Conflict Intersection” research paper by Eyler [2011] evaluated the 1999,
2007 and 2009 versions of the reduced conflict intersection (RCI) and compared them to a super
street intersection, a multilane lane roundabout with right turn bypasses, a fully actuated signal
control intersection, and a double roundabout, where each mainline has its own roundabout. The
author suggested traffic controls that are effective during peak times often cause unnecessary
delay during off-peak hours [2]. The study was focused on rural divided highways and what
type of control can be used to improve these types of intersections without installing a signal or
all-way stop, due to the safety issues these types of controls cause on high speed rural roadways.
A set of goals were defined in the study to improve rural high-speed intersections, such as
providing a two-stage crossing for side street traffic, fewer conflict points, and mainline drivers
6

are not to take any action. The RCI was said to meet these goals. The RCI and the other
intersections were tested on a hypothetical intersection in central Minnesota using the traffic
simulation software, VISSIM. The author concluded the RCI can be another intersection that
can be used in design and that the RCI design with signal control can be used to address high
speed divided highways where signals are appropriate only at peak times [2].
The study by Wang, Ong, and Rakha [2013] compared a single-lane and two-lane
roundabout to all-way stop control, two-way stop control, and traffic signal control. Their
research also developed guidelines as to the preferred intersection type as a function of the
volume, distribution of the demand across the four approaches, and the distribution of the turning
movements of an approach. They used the following performance measures to evaluate the
intersections: vehicle stops and delay, fuel consumption, and emissions. They used field data
from two existing roundabouts, a single-lane roundabout and a two-lane roundabout, to validate
the model from the software called INTEGRATION. The results using the field data suggest
that the single-lane roundabout has the least amount of vehicle delay, but the one-way stop
control is the preferred intersection as far as environmental impacts are concerned [10]. The
study also performed a sensitivity analysis, which evaluated how different levels of demand and
the approach demand distribution affected these parameters for a single-lane roundabout versus a
two-phase signal controlled intersection and a two-lane roundabout versus a four-phase signal
controlled intersection. From their results, they concluded that single-lane roundabouts are more
effective for high through and right turn demand levels and less effective for high left turn
demands in comparison to the two-phase signal control [10]. They also determined that the twolane roundabouts are more effective for all the demand levels tested and for all the distribution of
turning movements tested [10].
7

“Evaluating the Traffic Flow Impacts of Roundabouts in Signalized Corridors” by
Hallmark, Fitzsimmons, Isebrands, and Giese [2010] used the microscopic simulation software,
VISSIM, to determine the impacts when a single roundabout is implanted within an existing
corridor. The performance measures used to evaluate the impacts in this study were average
travel time, stopped delay, and average delay through the corridor. Two case studies were
modeled in the study. The first case studied contained five intersections with existing semiactuated, fully-actuated, and split phase signals. Three alternatives were considered for this case
study. The first alternative optimized the existing signal timing and coordinated offsets. The
second alternative added left turn lanes at two of the intersections on each approach and
optimized the existing signal timing and coordinated offsets. The third alternative replaced one
of the intersections with a two-lane roundabout. The optimized signal times from the first
alternative were used for the remaining intersections. The results from this case study indicated
that the second alternative, with the left turn lanes, and the third alternative, with the two-lane
roundabout, yielded similar results [3]. Both of these alternatives did have a lower delay and
travel time through the corridor than the first alternative [3]. The second case study consisted of
a divided highway with one four-way stop controlled intersection and two signalized
intersections. This case study compared the existing corridor with the four-way stop to the same
corridor except with a two-lane roundabout, which replaced the four-way stop controlled
intersection. The results from this case study indicated that the two-lane roundabout offered a
benefit over the four-way stop controlled intersection, especially in terms of average delay of
each vehicle [3]. The authors concluded that the roundabout did not have an adverse impact on
the signalized corridors [3].
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The study performed by Kiattikomol and Urbanik II [2005] compared the performance an
isolated single-lane roundabout to signalized and un-signalized intersections using the microsimulation software, VISSIM. The study also determined the maximum capacity of a single-lane
roundabout and measured the effect of the minimum perceived gap-time on the capacity of the
single-lane roundabout. The performance measures used to evaluate the different types of
intersection control were stop time delay, average travel speed, traffic flow upstream and
downstream, and average queue length. Each alternative intersection used balanced traffic
volumes on the approaches, passenger vehicles only, the same traffic composition, turning
movements, and pedestrian volumes. The results from this studied concluded that the single-lane
roundabout outperforms the 2-way yield controlled intersection, all-way stop controlled
intersection, and all signalized intersections tested [5].
“Evaluation of the Operational Effectiveness of Roundabouts in an Arterial Network-A
Case Study Using Micro-simulation” by Turner [2003] evaluated roundabouts in an arterial
corridor and to conventional control types, which included the existing uncoordinated signal
operations, optimized pre-timed signal operations, and optimized pre-timed signals with an
additional through lane. The current and future volumes were used to evaluate the optimized
signals and roundabout scenarios. The measure of effectiveness for this study was the total
travel time through the corridor and average delay along the corridor. The author concluded that
the roundabouts outperformed the other scenarios for the current volumes [8]. For the future
volumes, the optimized pre-timed traffic signals operated slightly better than the roundabouts [8].
The author contributes this to one of the roundabouts in the corridor reaching its capacity [8]
The study by Krogscheepers and Watter [2014], entitled “Roundabouts along Rural
Arterials in South Africa” evaluated the effect of roundabouts through a high-speed, high9

volume corridor, when compared to a corridor of traffic signals. The study used base traffic
volumes from five intersections in a rural high speed corridor. The traffic volumes were
increased by 20 percent, 40 percent, and 60 percent to study how the corridor would be affected
by changes in future demand. The measure of effectiveness used in this study were average
speed of all the vehicles, average delay per vehicle, average travel time from specified origin and
destinations, and time-space movement of selected vehicles. The results from the study showed
that the average speed was higher for the roundabout corridor for most times of the day for all
three levels of traffic demand [6]. The traffic signals reached higher than average speeds when
the capacity of the roundabout corridor was reached at peak times [6]. The average delay
yielded similar results, where the roundabout corridor had lower delay per vehicle until one or
more of the roundabouts exceeded its capacity [6]. The results of average travel time between
origin and destination showed that the roundabouts have a lower overall travel time even for the
60 percent increase in demand for most times of the day [6]. The results from testing the spacetime movement of selected vehicles showed that the roundabout corridor had more predictable
travel times, less delays, and faster travel times for most times of the day and for variations in the
demand [6]. From these results the author concluded that roundabouts can offer significant
benefits over traffic signals, but they are limited by their capacity [6].
Valdez, Cheu, and Duran [2011] studied what the affect of different combinations of
approach volumes would have on a four-leg approach, two-lane roundabout. The performance
measures used in this study were average control delay and level of service. The study’s purpose
is to provide a reference to determine if a roundabout is a feasible type of intersection design for
a given distribution of traffic demand before performing in-depth analysis. The authors
developed volume ranges on a given approach that would indicate the level of service and
10

average control delay one can expect on an approach. They also determined what the effect
would be on the other approaches if a given approach has a higher/lower volume than the other
approaches. Their results showed that if two opposite approaches have a higher volume than the
other two approaches than the approaches with the higher volumes would have lower level of
service and higher delay [9]. The results also showed that if two adjacent approaches have
higher volumes than the other two approaches, than the approach downstream from the higher
volume approach would have the worst level of service and the highest average control delay [9].
The authors noted that these results can vary given a specific inscribed diameters, turning
movement percentages, lane assignment, and volume combinations, but that the purpose of their
study is to serve as a quick reference before performing detailed analysis [9].
The above research studies analyzed roundabouts with varying levels of demand,
balanced and unbalanced volumes on the approaches, and high speed approaches. The studies
also evaluated roundabouts as compared to other unconventional intersection types, such as
median U-turns and CFIs. Most of the research previously discussed evaluated roundabouts as
isolated intersections. A couple of researchers conducted case studies on roundabouts as
compared to conventional intersections along an arterial corridor and network. In this study
partial two-lane roundabouts and partial three-lane roundabouts will be analyzed in corridor
containing an interchange with an interstate.
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3. Case Study
3.1 Study Segment Characteristics
The study segment consists of four coordinated signalized intersections along Highland
Road in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. The intersections, from west to east, are Highland Road at
Perkins Road, Highland Road at the Interstate-10 (10) eastbound ramps, Highland Road at the I10 westbound ramps, and Highland Road at Perkins Road East. The corridor is currently
congested during the peak periods. During the p.m. peak, the queue lengths are significant on
the Highland Road Eastbound at Perkins Road, Perkins Road Southbound, the I-10 eastbound
exit ramp, and the I-10 westbound exit ramp.
An inventory of each roadway’s characteristics were obtained from La DOTD and
recorded during a site inspection. Highland Road is a four-lane divided urban arterial with a
posted speed of 45 miles per hour (mph) and 12’ lane widths from the intersection of Perkins
Road to the intersection of Perkins Road East. Perkins Road is a two-lane undivided urban
arterial with a posted speed of 45 mph and 11’ lane widths. Highlandia Drive is a two-lane
undivided local road with a posted speed of 35 mph. The I-10 eastbound and westbound off
ramps have advisory speeds of 50 mph and 14’ lane widths. Perkins Road East, north of
Highland Road is a two-lane local road with a two-way-left-turn-lane and does not have a posted
speed. Perkins Road East, south of Highland Road, is a two-lane undivided urban local road
with 11’ lane widths and a 45 mph posted speed.
The land use directly adjacent to the corridor is commercial. The area to the west of the
intersection of Highland Road and Perkins Road consists of mostly residential subdivisions with
the exception of a few businesses, a church and a strip mall. Directly north and south of
Highland Road at Perkins Road are gas stations, a home décor shop, and a police station. North
12

of Highland Road at Perkins Road East is a Home Depot and a gas station. South of the
intersection of Highland Road at Perkins Road consists of mostly residential subdivisions with a
waterpark at the corner of Highland Road at Perkins Road East. To the east of the intersection of
Highland Road at Perkins Road East are primarily businesses. See Figure 3.1 for an aerial view
of the study segment and location of each intersection.

Highland Rd. at
Perkins Rd. East

Highland Rd.
at I-10 WB

Highland Rd. at Perkins
Rd./Highlandia Dr.

Highland Rd.
at I-10 EB

Figure 3.1 - Aerial of Study Segment [11]
3.2 Summary of Data
The traffic volumes, turning movements, vehicle compositions, and existing traffic signal
timings were obtained from the Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development (La
DOTD) District 61 office. The traffic counts, pedestrian counts, and vehicle compositions were
capacity counts that were manually collected on Wednesday, April 24th, 2013. The 15-minute
turning movement counts and vehicle compositions are located in Appendix A and the existing
signal timings are located in Appendix B. For the study segment chosen, the afternoon peak
13

period had the largest total traffic volume in the corridor as compared to the morning peak period
and middle of the day peak period. The p.m. period traffic counts were entered into a Microsoft
Excel spreadsheet. The hour with the highest overall volume for the corridor was calculated and
selected as the time period for the study. The p.m. peak hour used for this study segment started
at 4:45 p.m. and ended at 5:45 p.m.
3.2.1 Balancing Traffic Volumes
The observed traffic volumes were balanced under the assumption that the number of
vehicles entering the intersection should equal the number of vehicles exiting the intersection.
The following equation was used to balance the observed traffic volumes:
𝑻𝒊𝒏 = 𝑻𝒐𝒖𝒕 ,

Equation 3-1

where Tin is the traffic volume from the previous intersection arriving at the approach and Tout is
the traffic volume departing from the intersection.
Engineering judgment was used to determine which turning movements to adjust. At the
intersection of Highland Road and the I-10 eastbound, the Highland Road eastbound through
movement was decreased by 15 and the Highland Road eastbound right turn movement was
increased by one. The Highland Road eastbound through movement at the Highland Road and I10 westbound intersection was increased by one. The largest discrepancy along Highland Road
westbound was taken and proportionally distributed in order to balance the volumes. The
subsequent turning movements were adjusted accordingly. See Table 3.1 for the balanced traffic
volumes on each approach. The underlined, red numbers indicate a traffic volume that was
adjusted from the observed traffic counts.
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Table 3.1 - Balanced Traffic Volumes
Highland Road at Perkins Road/Highlandia Drive
Destination:

Origin:
Highland Rd. EB
Perkins Rd.
Highland Rd. WB
Highlandia Dr.

West
29
49
697
32

North
16
0
227
33

East
845
519
3
180

South
19
27
144
0

Approach
Volume
(Vehicles/Hour)
Tout
Tin
909
N/A
595
595
1071
1071
245
N/A

Highland Road at I-10 Eastbound Ramps
Destination

Origin:
Highland Rd. EB
I-10 EB Exit Ramp
Highland Rd. WB
I-10 EB Entrance Ramp

West
0
134
937
0

North
0
0
0
0

East
987
992
0
0

South
560
2
218
0

Approach
Volume
Tout
Tin
1547
1547
1128
N/A
1155
1155
0
N/A

Highland Road at I-10 Westbound Ramps

South
0
0
0
0

Approach
Volume
Tout
Tin
1979
1979
675
N/A
1511
1511
0
N/A

South
896
0
204
56

Approach
Volume
Tout
Tin
2194
2194
518
N/A
1228
N/A
215
N/A

Destination

Origin:
Highland Rd. EB
I-10 WB Entrance Ramp
Highland Rd. WB
I-10 WB Exit Ramp

West
0
259
896
0

North
197
4
615
0

East
1782
412
0
0

Highland Road at Perkins Road East
Destination

Origin:
Highland Rd. EB
Perkins Rd. East NB
Highland Rd. WB
Perkins Rd. East SB

West
0
394
1018
99

15

North
101
22
6
0

East
1197
102
0
60

3.2.2 Data Sorting
The turning movement percentages and vehicle composition percentages were computed
for each approach using the balanced traffic volumes. The vehicle composition was given as a
total number and percentage for the entire day the traffic counts were collected. This percentage
was assumed to be the same percentage for the p.m. peak period. The percent of buses in the
corridor equated to zero percent of the total vehicles and was not considered in the analysis.
During the time period selected, there were no pedestrians counted, and therefore, they were not
considered in the study. See Tables 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 for the p.m. peak volumes, turning
movement percentages, and the vehicle composition percentages for each approach. The data in
these tables was used as inputs into VISSIM.
Table 3.2 - P.M. Peak Volumes, Turning Movements, and Vehicle Compositions for Highland
Rd. at Perkins Rd./Highlandia Dr.
Highland Road at Perkins Road/Highlandia Drive

Total Volume (veh/hr)
% Left
% Thru
% Right
% U-Turns
% Automobiles
% Trucks

Perkins Road

Highland Road

Highlandia Drive

Highland Road

Southbound
595
87.23%
4.54%
8.23%
0.00%
97%
3%

Westbound
1071
13.44%
65.08%
21.20%
0.28%
98%
2%

Northbound
245
13.06%
13.47%
73.47%
0.00%
96%
4%

Eastbound
909
1.76%
92.96%
2.09%
3.19%
98%
2%
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Table 3.3 - P.M. Peak Volumes, Turning Movements, and Vehicle Compositions for Highland
Rd. at I-10 Eastbound
Highland Road at I-10 Eastbound

Total Volume (veh/hr)
% Left
% Thru
% Right
% U-Turns
% Automobiles
% Trucks

I-10 Eastbound
Exit Ramp

Highland Road

I-10 Eastbound
Entrance Ramp

Highland Road

Southbound
1128
87.94%
0.18%
11.88%
0.00%
97%
3%

Westbound
1155
18.87%
81.13%
0.00%
0.00%
97%
3%

Northbound
0
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0%
0%

Eastbound
1547
0.00%
63.80%
36.20%
0.00%
98%
2%

Table 3.4 - P.M. Peak Volumes, Turning Movements, and Vehicle Compositions for Highland
Rd. at I-10 Westbound
Highland Road at I-10 Westbound

Total Volume (veh/hr)
% Left
% Thru
% Right
% U-Turns
% Automobiles
% Trucks

I-10
Westbound
Entrance Ramp

Highland Road

I-10
Westbound
Exit Ramp

Highland
Road

Southbound
0
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0%
0%

Westbound
1511
0.00%
59.30%
40.70%
0.00%
98%
2%

Northbound
675
38.37%
0.59%
61.04%
0.00%
96%
4%

Eastbound
1979
9.95%
90.05%
0.00%
0.00%
97%
3%
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Table 3.5 - P.M. Peak Volumes, Turning Movements, and Vehicle Compositions for Highland
Rd. at Perkins Rd. East

Total Volume (veh/hr)
% Left
% Thru
% Right
% U-Turns
% Automobiles
% Trucks

Highland Road at Perkins Road East
Perkins Road
Highland
Perkins Road
East
Road
East
Southbound
Westbound
Northbound
215
1228
518
27.91%
16.61%
76.06%
26.04%
82.90%
4.25%
46.05%
0.49%
19.69%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
97%
97%
98%
3%
3%
2%
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Highland
Road
Eastbound
2194
4.60%
54.56%
40.84%
0.00%
98%
2%

4. Methodology
Micro-simulation software is a useful tool to aid engineers when evaluating large scale
transportation projects before further investing capital and time in them. In this study, the microsimulation software VISSIM 6.0 was used to evaluate and compare each alternative. VISSIM
enables users to model complex geometry due to its flexible network structure of links and
connectors. It can imitate realistic driving behaviors and has extensive output options. Due to
the wide range of calibration tools VISSIM carries, the models can imitate specific site
characteristics and operations, such as aggressive driving behaviors. VISSIM is suggested by the
La DOTD for use when evaluating freeway and arterial corridors, complex transportation
projects, and roundabouts. It is currently the only approved software by La DOTD to model
roundabouts. Figure 4.1 illustrates the methodology used to build the VISSIM models and
analyze the results. The remainder of this section details the process used to build the models.

Build Alternative
1 in VISSIM

Calibrate the
Model

Check for Errors

Validate the
Model

Build Alternative
2 in VISSIM

Build Alternative
3 in VISSIM

Discuss Results

Analyze Results
in Statistical
Analysis Software

Run Simulations
and Record
Results

Figure 4.1 - Methodology
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4.1 Alternative 1 – Existing Signalized Corridor
An aerial image was uploaded into VISSIM and used as a scaled background image in
order to build the network of links and connectors. Each link width had approximately the same
width as the existing roadway width. The storage lengths for the left and right turns replicated
the existing corridor by building the network on top of the scaled aerial. The traffic volumes
were input at the beginning of each link as vehicles per hour. Figure 4.2 shows an overview of
the VISSIM network for the existing corridor alternative, alternative 1. Figure 4.3 shows a
closer view of the intersection of Highland Road at I-10 eastbound with labels for the VISSIM
objects that were used to calibrate the model.

Figure 4.2 - Overview of VISSIM network for Alternative 1
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Signal Heads
Detectors
Speed Reduction
Areas
Vehicle
Routing
Decisions
Priority Rules

Desired Speed
Decisions
Nodes
Connectors
Link
s

Figure 4.3 - Highland Rd. at I-10 Eastbound
To calibrate the network to the site characteristics, the existing corridor operations were
observed during the study time period and several tools contained in VISSIM were used to adjust
the network to reflect field conditions. Desired speed distributions are ranges that are used to
limit traveling vehicles to a specified speed range. Desired speed distributions were created for
the posted speed limits and for speed reduction areas. Speed reduction areas imitate vehicles
slowing down when approaching a turn and speeding up after the turn is completed. Reduced
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speed areas were placed on the left, right, and U-turn connectors. Figure 4.4 shows the desired
speed distributions created for alternative 1. The name given to each desired speed distribution
is the midpoint for the speed distribution range. The upper and lower bounds of the ranges,
shown in Figure 4.4, represent the lowest and highest speed a vehicle will travel when it passes

Figure 4.4 - Desired Speed Distributions for Alternative 1
the desired speed distribution object in miles per hour (mph). The 35 mph, 45 mph, and 50 mph
speed ranges were created for the posted and advisory speed limits. The 11 mph, 14 mph, and 25
mph were created for the right-turn, left-turn, and slip lane turning movements, respectively.
The vehicle compositions, percentage of automobiles and trucks, and desired speed distributions
were input for each traffic volume. Vehicle routing decisions were placed in the model and used
to determine the relative flow of traffic volume dedicated to each turning movement. The
existing signal timing plans were replicated in VISSIM using ring barrier controllers. See
Appendix C for the ring barrier controller plans for each intersection. Signal heads were placed
just after the stop bars on each approach and on each lane. Stop signs were used to model rightturn-on-red on the right turn lanes for Highlandia Road, Perkins Road, Perkins Road East, and
Highland Road eastbound at Perkins Road East. Conflict areas were used to assign right-of-way
for crossing maneuvers for permitted left turns and merging maneuvers for right turns. When the
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corridor became overlay congested, it was necessary to place priority rules in order to keep
vehicles from blocking the perpendicular through movements. At the recommendation of the
VISSIM manual, a minimum gap acceptance of 0 seconds and a maximum speed of 10 mph
were used. The minimum headway varied, depending on the intersection and the turning
movement the priority rule was assigned. A conflict marker was placed on the end of the
intersection and the stop line was placed near the signals. See Figure 4.5 for the placement of the
priority rules and the values used.

Stop Line

Conflict
Marker

Figure 4.5 - Example of Priority Rule
VISSIM uses data collection objects, such as nodes, vehicle travel time paths, and queue
counters, to collect the results of each individual vehicle in order to obtain the results. The
performance measures, average delay per vehicle for each alternative corridor, average delay per
vehicle at each intersection, and average vehicle travel time through each route specified, used in
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this study were recommended by previous research. Vehicle travel time measurements were
placed on the following routes: Highland Road eastbound to Highland Road eastbound, Perkins
Road southbound to Highland Road eastbound, Highlandia Drive to Highland Road eastbound, I10 eastbound exit ramp to Highland Road eastbound, I-10 westbound exit ramp to Highland
Road eastbound, Highland Road westbound to Highland Road westbound, Perkins Road East
northbound to Highland Road westbound, and Perkins Road East southbound to Highland Road
westbound. In order to incorporate the time vehicles wait in the queue, the vehicle travel time
objects were inserted into the model at the beginning of each link. The end of the vehicle travel
time measure was placed at the end of each link for the route specified. Nodes were placed
around each intersection. Nodes collect various data at intersections, such as average delay per
vehicle, vehicle counts, and number of stops. In this study the number of vehicles from the node
evaluation was used to validate the existing corridor model.
The simulation was run for 4600 seconds using the balanced traffic volumes from the p.m.
peak period. Data collection was enabled for the last 3600 seconds. This allowed the microsimulation network time to load with vehicles. The approximate time for a vehicle to travel
through the longest path through the corridor was approximately 1000 seconds. This was
calculated by placing a vehicle travel time measurement on the longest path and running the
evaluation and stopping when the vehicle made it to the end of the path.
4.2 Alternative 1 – Model Validation
The balanced traffic counts were compared to the model’s turning movement counts
using a GEH statistic. The GEH statistic is a measure of how well the model’s turning
movement counts fits the observed or balanced traffic counts. All of the approaches had a GEH
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statistic of less than 5 which is considered acceptable, according to La DOTD. The GEH statistic
was calculated using the following equation:
2(𝑚−𝑐)2

𝐺𝐻 = √

𝑚+𝑐

,

Equation 4-1

where m is the model traffic count in vehicle/hour and c is the observed traffic count in
vehicles/hour. See Tables 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 for the calculated GEH Statistic for each vehicle
route.
Table 4.1 - GEH Statistics - Highland Rd. at Perkins Rd./Highlandia Dr.
Highland Rd. at Perkins Rd./Highlandia Dr.
Traffic Counts
Origin - Destination
Tobserved Tmodel
Highland Rd. EB - Highland Rd. EB
845
809
Highland Rd. EB - Highlandia Rd. SB
19
17
Highlandia Dr. NB - Highland Rd. EB
180
195
Highlandia Dr. NB - Highlandia Dr. NB
33
41
Highlandia Dr. NB - Highland Rd. WB
32
31
Perkins Rd. SB - Highland Rd. EB
519
492
Perkins Rd. SB - Perkins Rd. SB
27
33
Perkins Rd. SB - Highland Rd. WB
49
50
Highland Rd. EB - Perkins Rd. NB
16
17
Highland Rd. EB - Highland Rd. WB
29
17
Highland Rd. WB - Perkins Rd. NB
227
196
Highland Rd. WB - Highland Rd. WB
697
634
Highland Rd. WB - Highland Rd. EB
3
4
Highland Rd. WB - Highlandia Dr. SB
144
121
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GEH
Statistic
1.25
0.47
1.10
1.32
0.18
1.20
1.10
0.14
0.25
2.50
2.13
2.44
0.53
2.00

Table 4.2 - GEH Statistics - Highland Rd. at I-10 Eastbound Ramps
Highland Rd. at I-10 Eastbound Ramps
Traffic Counts
Origin - Destination
Tobserved Tmodel
Highland Rd. EB - I-10 EB On Ramp
560
558
Highland Rd. EB - Highland Rd. EB
987
944
I-10 EB Off Ramp - I-10 EB On Ramp
2
1
I-10 EB Off Ramp - Highland Rd. EB
992
980
I-10 EB Off Ramp - Highland Rd. WB
134
125
Highland Rd. WB - I-10 EB On Ramp
218
210
Highland Rd. WB - Highland Rd. WB
937
834

GEH
Statistic
0.08
1.38
0.82
0.38
0.79
0.55
3.46

Table 4.3 - GEH Statistics - Highland Rd. at I-10 Westbound Ramps
Highland Rd. at I-10 Westbound Ramps
Traffic Counts
Origin - Destination
Tobserved Tmodel
I-10 WB Off Ramp - I-10 WB On Ramp
4
2
I-10 WB Off Ramp - Highland Rd. WB
259
215
Highland Rd. EB - I-10 WB On Ramp
197
258
Highland Rd. EB - Highland Rd. EB
1782
1665
Highland Rd. WB - Highland Rd. WB
896
827
Highland Rd. WB - I-10 WB On Ramp
307.5
314
Highland Rd. WB - I-10 WB On Ramp
307.5
307
I-10 WB Off Ramp - Highland Rd. EB
412
369
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GEH
Statistic
1.15
2.86
4.04
2.82
2.35
0.37
0.03
2.18

Table 4.4 - GEH Statistics - Highland Rd. at Perkins Rd. East
Highland Rd. at Perkins Rd. East
Traffic Counts
Origin - Destination
Tobserved
Tmodel
Highland Rd. WB - Perkins Rd. E NB
6
5
Highland Rd. WB - Highland Rd. WB
1018
981
Perkins Rd. E NB - Perkins Rd. E NB
22
20
Perkins Rd. E NB - Highland Rd. WB
394
375
Highland Rd. EB - Highland Rd. EB
1197
1123
Highland Rd. EB - Perkins Rd. E SB
896
818
Perkins Rd. E SB - Perkins Rd. E SB
56
58
Perkins Rd. E SB - Highland Rd. WB
99
95
Perkins Rd. E SB - Highland Rd. EB
60
55
Highland Rd. EB - Perkins Rd. E NB
101
89
Highland Rd. WB - Perkins Rd. E SB
204
188
Perkins Rd. E NB - Highland Rd. EB
102
92

GEH
Statistic
0.43
1.17
0.44
0.97
2.17
2.66
0.26
0.41
0.66
1.23
1.14
1.02

4.3 Alternative 2 – Partial Two-Lane Roundabout
The second alternative consisted of replacing the existing signalized intersections with
partial two-lane roundabouts. The intersections of Highland Road at Perkins Road and Highland
Road at Perkins Road East were replaced with partial-two lane roundabouts and the intersection
of Highland Road at I-10 eastbound and Highland Road at I-10 westbound were replaced with
double lane roundabouts. The model used for the existing corridor (alternative 1) was copied
and edited for the second alternative. The aerial image, previously used as the background for
alternative 1 was loaded into Microstation and the roundabouts were designed graphically over
the image. This image was loaded back into VISSIM and used as a template to edit the links and
connectors for the second alternative. The existing lane widths were the same as the previous
alternative with the addition of the circulatory lane widths. The circulatory lane widths were
designed as 15’, as recommended by the La DOTD. Figure 4.6 shows the VISSIM network for
alternative 2.
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Figure 4.6 - Overview of VISSIM network for Alternative 2
The signal heads, conflict areas, priority rules, reduced speed areas, and stop signs from
alternative 1 were removed from the model. The vehicle inputs, vehicle compositions, and
turning movements were the same as alternative 1. The vehicle routing decisions were rerouted
using the circulatory roadway, when applicable. The La DOTD Engineering Directives and
Standards Manual (EDSM) on Roundabout Design recommends a 15 mph design speed for
roundabouts. A desired speed distribution with a 15 mph midpoint was created and desired
speed decision was placed before the entrance of the circulatory roadway. Reduced speed areas
with a 15 mph speed distribution were placed on the apex of each approach lane. Reduced speed
areas were also placed on the connectors for the left-turns and slip lanes. At the suggestion of
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previous research, priority rules were used instead of conflict areas to give right-of-way to the
circulatory roadway. See Figure 4.7 for the illustration of the priority rules at each intersection.

Conflict Marker

Stop Line

Figure 4.7 - Example of Priority Rule for Alternative 2
Conflict areas were placed on right turns to give right-of-way to the main roadway. The nodes
from alternative 1 were the same for this alternative and the travel time measurements were
placed at the same starting and ending locations, but were rerouted due to the edits to the links
and connectors. The simulation period was the same as the alternative 1 and the performance
measures were also the same ones used in the previous alternative.
4.4 Alternative 3 – Partial Three-lane Roundabout
The third alternative consisted of adding a third lane along Highland Road eastbound from I10 eastbound to Perkins Road East. The model from alternative 2 was copied and edited for the
third alternative. The lane widths were the same as the previous alternative. The additional
circulatory lane width was 15’, as recommended by the La DOTD, and the additional through
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lane width was 12’. All of the other VISSIM object placed, such as priority rules, nodes, vehicle
travel time measurements, and desired speed decisions were the same as alternative 2. The
simulation period and data collection time were same as alternative 2 and alternative 3. Figure
4.8 shows the VISSIM network for alternative 3.

Figure 4.8 - Overview of VISSIM network for Alternative 3
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5. Results and Discussion
The average vehicle travel time and the average delay per vehicle for each vehicle route
were collected by the vehicle travel time measurements and nodes, respectively. VISSIM
computes the average vehicle travel time as the average real travel time of all vehicles that have
completed the specified travel time route. Average vehicle delay is computed for each vehicle
route and is defined as the difference between the actual vehicle travel time and the desired
vehicle travel time. The calculation starts from when the vehicle crosses the node barrier on the
approach and ends when the vehicle crosses the node barrier exiting the intersection. The total
delay was calculated for each alternative and divided by the total number of vehicles to achieve
the average delay per vehicle for each alternative. The total delay was calculated for each
intersection for all of the alternatives and divided by the total number of vehicles counted by
VISSIM at each intersection to achieve the average delay per vehicle for each intersection.
5.1 Average Vehicle Travel Time
The average vehicle travel times for alternative 1, 2, and 3 for each route are shown in
Figure 5.1 and are located in Appendix E.
The results from the vehicle travel time measurement illustrated that alternative 1, the
existing signalized corridor, resulted in considerably higher average vehicle travel times as
compared to the average vehicle travel times for alternative 2 for the following vehicle routes:
Highland Road eastbound to Highland Road eastbound and Perkins Road southbound to
Highland Road eastbound. The average vehicle travel time for alternative 2 was higher than
alternative 1 for the I-10 eastbound exit ramp to Highland Road route. The average vehicle
travel time results for alternative 2 as compared to alternative 3 were considerably higher for the
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Average Vehicle Travel Time (sec/veh)

Average Vehicle Travel Time
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Figure 5.1 - Vehicle Travel Time
following vehicle routes: I-10 eastbound exit ramp to Highland Road eastbound and I-10
westbound exit ramp to Highland Road eastbound. The remainder of the routes had comparable
average vehicle travel times for alternative 2 and 3.
5.2 Average Delay
The average delay per vehicle for each alternative is shown in Figure 5.2 and the average
delay per vehicle at each intersection for each alternative is shown in Figure 5.3. The results are
located in Appendix E.
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Average Delay per Vehicle for Each Alternative
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Figure 5.2 - Average Delay per Vehicle for Each Alternative
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Figure 5.3 - Average Delay per Vehicle at Each Intersection
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The average delay per vehicle was reduced by approximately 46 percent and by
approximately 71 percent from alternative 1 to alternative 2 and from alternative 1 to alternative
3, respectively. The average delay per vehicle was reduced by 46 percent from alternative 2 to
alternative 3. The results for the average delay per vehicle at the intersections of Highland Road
at Perkins Road and Highland Road at Perkins Road East showed that alternative 2 resulted in a
reduction of over 70 percent from alternative 1. However, the average delay per vehicle at the
intersections of Highland Road at I-10 eastbound and Highland Road at I-10 westbound were not
as substantial. The average delay per vehicle was reduced by 28 percent and 15 percent from
alternative 1 to alternative 2 for the Highland Road at I-10 eastbound and Highland Road at I-10
westbound intersections, respectively. The average delay per vehicle for alternative 3 was lower
than the other two alternatives for all intersections except for the intersection of Highland Road
at Perkins Road East, where it was slightly higher than alternative 2.
5.3 Statistical Analysis
The average vehicle delay for each alternative corridor and the average vehicle delay at each
intersection for each alternative were uploaded in to SAS Enterprise Guide 6.1 (SAS). The
average vehicle travel time results were not analyzed in SAS due to the inadequate sample size.
The average vehicle delay results from VISSIM only contained the average and not the
individual vehicle travel times.
Using SAS the analysis of variance (ANOVA) test will be used to compare the alternatives.
ANOVA is a statistical design which compares the means of two or more distributions and
determines whether or not the means are statistically significant. In this case the average vehicle
delay for the alternative corridor and average vehicle delay for each intersection will be
analyzed.
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It was hypothesized that the average vehicle delay for each alternative and the average delay
at each intersection would be less for alternative 2 and 3 than alternative 1. The hypotheses that
were tested for each intersection and for the entire corridor were the following:
H0: There was no difference in average delay among all three corridors
H1: The average delay for the alternative corridors were less than the existing corridor
5.3.1 Analysis of Each Alternative Corridor
First, the ANOVA analysis involved analyzing the average delay for each alternative
corridor. The Levene’s test was used to test for the homogeneity of the variances. The result of
the test of homogeneity of the variances was p=0.1183. The outcome yielded that the variances
were not statistically significant at a five percent level of significance and the assumption of
homogeneity was met.
The F-test in ANOVA tested the overall significance of the model. The results of this test
were F(2,118) = 5.60, p=0.0048, meaning that the effect of the independent variable, the
different corridors, is statistically significant at a five percent level of significance.
At the recommendation of the previous research and the SAS Enterprise Guide manual, the
Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Mutiple Range post hoc test was used to test for which alternative
corridors’ means are statistically significant and which are not. Alternative corridors with the
same letter indicate that the results from VISSIM are not statistically significant. The results
from this test indicated that alternatives 1 and 3 were statistically significant, but alternative 1
was not statistically significant from alternatives 2 and 3. Table 5.1 shows the results from the
Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple Range test.
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Table 5.1 - Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple Range Test for Each Alternative
Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple
Range Test for the Average Delay for
Each Alternative
REGWQ Grouping
A
B
A
B

Alternative
1
2
3

5.3.2 Analysis of Each Intersection
The average delay at each intersection was analyzed for all three alternatives. The
intersections were labeled A-D, with A referring to Highland Road at Perkins Road, B referring
to Highland Road at I-10 eastbound, C referring to Highland Road at I-10 westbound, and D
referring to Highland Road at Perkins Road East. The result for the test for homogeneity for
intersection A weas p=0.1561 and revealed that the assumption of homogeneity was met. This
meaning that the variances for intersection A were not statistically significant at a level of
significance of 5 percent.
The F-test for intersection A in ANOVA returned the following results: F (2,39) = 6.33,
p=0.0042. The results showed that variable intersection A is statistically significant at a level of
significance of five percent.
The results from the Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple Range test showed that the
intersection of Highland Road at Perkins Road was statistically significant for alternative 1 as
compared to alternatives 1 and 2, but alternatives 2 and 3 were not statistically significant. See
Table 5.2 for the results from the Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple Range test for
Intersection A, Highland Road at Perkins Road.
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Table 5.2 - Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple Range Test (Intersection A)
Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple
Range Test for the Average Delay for
Intersection A
REGWQ Grouping
A
B
B

Alternative
1
2
3

The result for the test for homogeneity for intersection B was p=0.0358. The assumption
of homogeneity was not met and the variances were statistically significant at a level of
significance of five percent. A log transformation was used to achieve homogeneity of variances
before proceeding with further tests. The test of homogeneity was met for a level of significance
of five percent after the log transformation was used. The result for the test of homogeneity after
the log transformation was performed was p=0.1367.
The F-test for intersection B in ANOVA returned the following results: F (2,18) = 1.33,
p=0.2898. The results showed that the variable intersection B was not statistically significant for
a five percent significance level.
The results from the Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple Range test showed that the
intersection of Highland Road at I-10 eastbound was not statistically significant for all three
alternatives, which confirmed the results from the F-test. See Table 5.3 for the results from the
Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple Range test for Intersection B, Highland Road at I-10
eastbound.
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Table 5.3 - The Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple Range Test (Intersection B)
Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple
Range Test for the Average Delay for
Intersection B
REGWQ Grouping
A
A
A

Alternative
1
2
3

The result for the test for homogeneity for intersection C was p=0.0935. The assumption
of homogeneity was met and the variances were not statistically significant at a level of
significance of five percent.
The F-test for intersection C in ANOVA returned the following results: F (2,19) = 0.64,
p=0.5373. The results showed that variable intersection C was not statistically significant for a
five percent level of significance.
The results from the Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple Range test for Intersection C
showed that the intersection of Highland Road at I-10 westbound is not statistically significant
for all three alternatives, which confirmed the F-test for intersection C. See Table 5.4 for the
results from the Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple Range test for Intersection C, Highland
Road at I-10 westbound.
Table 5.4 - The Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple Range Test (Intersection C)
Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple
Range Test for the Average Delay for
Intersection C
REGWQ Grouping
A
A
A
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Alternative
1
2
3

The result for the test for homogeneity for intersection D, Highland Road at Perkins Road
East, indicated that the test for homogeneity was not met. The result of the test of homogeneity
of the variances was p=0.0063. The outcome yielded that the variances were statistically
significant at a five percent level of significance. A log transformation was used to achieve
homogeneity of variances before proceeding with further tests. The test of homogeneity was met
for a level of significance of five percent after the log transformation was used. The result for
the test of homogeneity after the log transformation was performed was p=0.8218.
The F-test for intersection D in ANOVA returned the following results: F (2,33) = 8.39,
p=0.0011. The test showed that the variable intersection D was statistically significant for a five
percent level of significance.
The results from the Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple Range test showed that the
intersection of Highland Road at Perkins Road East was statistically significant for alternative 1,
but alternatives 2 and 3 were not statistically significant, which was the same as intersection A.
See Table 5.5 for the results from the Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple range test for
Intersection D, Highland Road at Perkins Road East.
Table 5.5 - The Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple Range Test (Intersection D)
Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple
Range Test for the Average Delay for
Intersection D
REGWQ Grouping
A
B
B
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Alternative
1
2
3

6. Conclusions and Recommendations
While roundabouts are becoming increasing popular alternatives to conventional intersection
designs, it is important to test and evaluate each intersection before expending large monetary
amounts to install roundabouts. Varying volumes and different lane configurations on the
approaches of each intersection can affect how well roundabouts will operate once installed.
From the VISSIM results, it was concluded that the partial two-lane roundabout corridor,
alternative 2, is an improvement over alternative 1. The average vehicle travel time was lower
for all but one of the vehicle routes tested and the average delay per vehicle at each intersection
was lower for all of the intersections. The partial two-lane roundabout corridor did not, however,
provide a significant benefit over the existing signalized intersections of Highland Rd. at I-10
eastbound and Highland at I-10 westbound. This could be due to the higher traffic volumes and
the traffic volume configuration entering the intersections and circulating around the roundabout
at these intersections. The traffic volume entering the intersections on the approaches of
Highland Rd. westbound at the I-10 eastbound intersection and Highland Rd eastbound at the I10 westbound intersection do not have a conflicting circulatory traffic volume. A conflicting
circulatory traffic volume would force the vehicles on these approaches to stop and therefore,
create gaps in the traffic volumes to allow the exit ramps to enter the circulatory roadway. This
configuration does not create enough gaps for the exit ramps from the interstate to enter the
circulatory roadway and is biased towards the main through routes, Highland Road eastbound
and Highland Road westbound.
The partial three-lane roundabout corridor, alternative 3, provided the lowest overall average
vehicle travel time and average delay per vehicle. It was concluded that the partial three-lane
roundabout corridor, alternative 3, did not reach the capacity for the traffic volumes tested due to
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the additional circulatory lane and through lane on Highland Rd. eastbound from I-10 eastbound
to Perkins Road East. An additional corridor improving the existing signalized corridor with
added capacity should be evaluated and compared to alternative 3.
It was concluded from the statistical analysis that the roundabout alternatives did not provide
a significant advantage over the existing signalized corridor for the intersections of Highland
Road at I-10 eastbound and Highland Road at I-10 westbound due to not being able to
statistically differentiate between the alternatives for a five percent level of significance. The
statistical analysis results indicated that alternative 3 was statistically significant from the
existing signalized corridor at the intersections of Highland Road at Perkins Road and Highland
Road at Perkins Road East at a five percent level of significance, confirming that alternative 3
provided a benefit over the signalized corridor at these intersections.
An additional outcome of the study showed that VISSIM and SAS are useful packages to
evaluate roundabouts. The flexibility of VISSIM showed how the corridors can model site
characteristics and that many measures of effectiveness are available from the software. SAS
evaluated the results from VISSIM and provided a quantitative method to analyze the results and
state conclusions within a certain level of confidence.
Recommendations include collecting traffic counts which take into consideration the
demand instead of the capacity. Demand counts consider the vehicles that arrived at the
approach, but were not able to get through the intersection. The simulation results from the
existing corridor should also be validated with data collected at the time the traffic data was
collected, using procedures such as floating car runs. The average travel time from the floating
car runs could then be compared to the model predictions as another way to validate the existing
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corridor model. Other recommendations are to model the a.m. peak period traffic volumes and to
consider other forms of unconventional intersections. Since the roundabout alternatives provided
little to no benefit over the existing traffic signals at the intersections with the interstate ramps,
another type of intersection or design could have provided a greater benefit, such as metering the
roundabouts at certain times of the day.
In conclusion, this research showed that it is essential to evaluate roundabouts on a case
by case basis. Even though the results for the interchange ramps from alternative 2 and
alternative 3 showed little benefit over the existing signalized design, the partial two-lane
roundabout corridor and partial three-lane roundabout corridor overall provided a benefit over
the existing signalized corridor. However, the results and benefits were not as significant as
expected and other intersection designs may have performed better at these intersections.
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Appendix A:

Common Terminologies



Approach – the section of roadway coming before an intersection



Average Delay – the average time a vehicle is idle in a queue



Circulatory Roadway – the part of a roundabout that is used for vehicles to travel on



Connectors – used to join links to one another in order to build a network in VISSIM



Links – sections of roadways, pedestrian paths, or public transit lines in VISSIM



Performance measures – parameters, such as travel time and average delay, that are used
to measure and compare the results



Priority Rules – a tool in VISSIM used to control traffic and define right-of-way



Reduced Speed Areas – a tool in VISSIM used to slow down traffic to the desired speed
for a given length



Ring Barrier Controller – a tool in VISSIM used to replicate actuated traffic signals



Slip Lane – lanes on the approach that allow vehicles to turn without entering the
circulatory roadway



Traffic Signal Inventory – the signal timing plans, phasing, and signal timing parameters



Travel Time – the time is takes for a vehicle to drive from two specified points



Vehicle Compositions – the percentages of each different type of vehicle, such as heavy
goods vehicles (HGV), passenger cars, buses etc.



Vehicle Routing Decisions – a tool in VISSIM used to designate the relative flow for
each direction (i.e. left, through, and right)
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Appendix B:

15-Minute Traffic Count and Vehicle Composition

Figure B.1 - Traffic Counts for Highland Rd. at Perkins Rd.
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Figure B.2 - Traffic Counts for Highland Rd. at I-10 Eastbound Ramps
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Figure B.3 - Traffic Counts for Highland Rd. at I-10 Westbound Ramps
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Figure B.4 - Traffic Counts for Highland Rd. at Perkins Rd. East
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Appendix C:

Existing Traffic Signal Timings

Figure C.1 - Traffic Signal Phasing for Highland Rd. at Perkins Rd.
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Figure C.2 - Phase Timing Parameters for Highland Rd. at Perkins Rd.
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Figure C.3 - Traffic Signal Plans for Highland Rd. at Perkins Rd.
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Figure C.4 - Traffic Signal Phasing for Highland Rd. at I-10 Ramps
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Figure C.5 - Phase Timing Parameters for Highland Rd. at I-10 Ramps
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Figure C.6 - Traffic Signal Plans for Highland Rd. at I-10 Ramps
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Figure C.7 - Traffic Signal Phasing for Highland Rd. at Perkins Rd. East
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Figure C.8 - Phase Timing Parameters for Highland Rd. at Perkins Rd. East
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Figure C.9 - Traffic Signal Plans for Highland Rd. at Perkins Rd. East
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Appendix D:

Ring Barrier Controllers

Figure D.1 - Ring Barrier Controller – Highland Rd. at Perkins Rd. - Sheet 1
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Figure D.2 - Ring Barrier Controller – Highland Rd. at Perkins Rd. - Sheet 2
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Figure D.3 - Highland Rd. at I-10 - Sheet 1
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Figure D.4 - Highland Rd. at I-10 - Sheet 2
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Figure D.5 - Highland Rd. at Perkins Rd. East - Sheet 1
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Figure D.6 - Highland Rd. at Perkins Rd. East - Sheet 2
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Figure D.7 - Highland Rd. at Perkins Rd. East - Sheet 3
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Appendix E:

VISSIM Results

Table E.1 - Average Vehicle Travel Time Results
Average Vehicle Travel Time
Average Vehicle Travel Time
(sec/veh)
Routes
Alternative Alternative Alternative
1
2
3
Highland Rd. Eastbound - Highland Rd. Eastbound
348
181
165
Perkins Rd. Southbound - Highland Rd. Eastbound
527
170
170
Highlandia Dr. - Highland Rd. Eastbound
214
149
132
I-10 Eastbound Exit Ramp - Highland Rd. Eastbound
184
271
117
I-10 Westbound Exit Ramp - Highland Rd. Eastbound
526
483
167
Highland Rd. Westbound - Highland Rd. Westbound
95
88
84
Perkins Rd. East Northbound - Highland Rd. Westbound
155
97
100
Perkins Rd. East Southbound - Highland Rd. Westbound
96
85
81

Table E.2 - Average Delay per Vehicle for Each Alternative Results
Average Delay per Vehicle for Each Alternative (sec/veh)
Alternative

Average Delay per Vehicle (sec/veh)

Alternative 1
Alternative 2
Alternative 3

38
20
11

Table E.3 - Average Delay per Vehicle at Each Intersection Results
Average Delay per Vehicle for Each Intersection (sec/veh)
Alternatives
Intersections
Alternative 1 Alternative 2
Highland Rd. at Perkins Rd./Highlandia Dr.
64
19
Highland Rd. at I-10 Eastbound
33
28
Highland Rd. at I-10 Westbound
40
29
Highland Rd. at Perkins Rd. East
22
5
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Alternative 3
13
13
13
7
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